Introduction
============

Lung cancer has been the most common cancer in the world. In China, there were approximately 4,292,000 people to be diagnosed with lung cancer in 2015 and around 2,814,000 people died from this disease. Because lung cancer is the most fatal cancer, it is a serious public health problem [@B1]. As such, considerable research on the disease mechanism, drug development, and therapeutic application has been done.

In the past decade tremendous advances have been made in minimally invasive operation, chemotherapy response rate, advanced radiotherapy technology, progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) in NSCLC and SCLC. Molecular marker for tumor progression under chemotherapy has been one of the focused field for the study. In particular, VEGF, an angiogenic factor, has been studied widely. Angiogenesis plays a vital role in the incidence, progression, and metastasis in lung cancer. Many trials displayed that a poor or less favorable prognosis for patients with lung cancer was indicated by VEGF over-expression in tumor cells; however, VEGF is not an independent prognostic factor in some multivariate analyses [@B2]-[@B5]. On the contrary, some attempts do not show any correlation between VEGF expression and survival [@B6],[@B7]. Delmotte et al. [@B8] made a meta-analysis studying the prognostic impact of VEGF expression in patients with NSCLC. A meta-analysis with fifteen trials (1549 patients) found that VEGF is not a favorable prognostic factor in NSCLC (hazard ratio (HR): 1.48; 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.27-1.72). Recently, another meta-analysis included 4499 patients with NSCLC from 38 studies suggested that VEGF over-expression, regardless of its isoform, displayed a poor prognosis for patients (HR = 1.46; 95% CI 1.38-1.54). However, VEGF-C over-expression was not significantly associated with patients\' survival (HR = 1.22; 95% CI 0.96-1.47) [@B9]. Presently, most trials supported that VEGF expression in NSCLC tumor tissue has an impact on patient clinical prognosis and VEGF over-expression correlated with a poor prognosis, although this failed to reach a complete consensus. These studies indicated the importance of evaluation of VEGF in lung cancer development and need in understanding the role of VEGF in lung cancer prognosis.

A critical step in evaluation of the role of VEGF is the accurately measurement of the VEGF expression. A large number of methods have been used; however, detection of VEGF in tumor tissue was invasive, complex and expensive compared with measuring circulating VEGF level [@B2]-[@B9]. In recent years, increasing studies on expression of circulating VEGF level have been published. Among these publications, a considerable number are clinical trials that involved in evolution of detection methodology and in prognosis values of VEGF. To detect VEGF level noninvasively and cost-effectively, to improve patient compliance for obtaining samples easily, and to look for a stable, accurate and reliable method of measuring VEGF level for clinical physicians, we have written this review to analyze the value of circulating VEGF in lung cancer for clinical physicians and to support researchers in future.

Role and mechanism of angiogenesis
----------------------------------

Angiogenesis plays a vital role under not only physiological conditions but also many kinds of disease conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic retinopathy, and tumor [@B10]. The process is very important for the development of new vessels during fetal growth and tissue repair; whereas uncontrolled angiogenesis promotes some disorders and neoplastic diseases. Normal regulation of the process depends upon the balance between growth inhibitory factors and promoting factors [@B11], [@B12]. Some angiogenical molecules can induce the process while some inhibitory molecules can cease it [@B13]. The balance will be broken under some abnormal conditions. Angiogenesis relies on the balance between different molecules released by the host and tumor cells, while the process consists of a series of steps including separation of endotheliocyts from pericytes and the basement membrane, invasion and migration across basement membranes, and eventual becoming into a tumor body [@B14], [@B15]. A trial indicated that the balance of circulating angiogenic leaded to serum TSP1/VEGF value being significantly higher in the control group than in patients with NSCLC (P = 0.039) [@B16].

Evidence has displayed that angiogenesis is a pathogenesis at early stage lung cancer. Angiogenic squamous dysplasia represents slight lesions where capillary loops into abnormal bronchial epithelium. They observed the expression in preneoplastic lesions from individuals with high risk of developing lung cancer and it related to VEGF over-expression [@B17], [@B18]. Uncontrolled angiogenesis result in tumor progression and metastasis. The different processes of angiogenesis are controlled by a large number of other mediators including the vascular endothelial growth factor receptors (VEGFRs), the basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their inhibitors (MMPIs), the platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), the plasminogen activators (PAs), and the transforming growth factor-βs (TGF-β) [@B19], among many others. One of the most key and specific regulators of angiogenesis is VEGF [@B20], [@B21].

VEGF gene, VEGF family and VEGF receptor
----------------------------------------

### VEGF gene

The VEGF gene is located on the short arm on chromosome 6 and it is composed of six exons. It has differently spliced to yield four isoforms (VEGF121, VEGF165, VEGF189, VEGF206) [@B22]. In addition, some uncommonly expressed isoforms are also identified (VEGF145 and VEGF183) [@B23].

### VEGF family

The VEGF family contains 7 secreted glycoproteins, which are designated respectively by VEGF-A, VEGF-B, VEGF-C, VEGF-D, VEGF-E, placental growth factor (PlGF), and VEGF-F [@B24]-[@B26].

VEGF-A (also known as VEGF) was firstly identified by Senger group in 1983, as a vascular permeability factor secreted by tumor cells [@B27]. It, a tumor-secreted cytokine, plays an important role in both normal- and tumor-associated angiogenesis [@B28].

VEGF-B links to VEGFR-1 not VEGFR-2 or VEGFR-3, while the glycoprotein activates a poor mitogenic signal for endothelial cells, suggesting that its receptor VEGFR-3 is mainly in regions with developed lymphatic vessels [@B29]. By now, we have known little about the molecular mechanism regulating VEGF-B expression.

VEGF-C can induce selective lymphangiogenesis without accompanying angiogenesis [@B30], and it also plays a positive role in lymphatic invasion, lymphatic metastasis and patient survival [@B31].

VEGF-D, expressed in the majority of human tissues, especially in the lungs and skin during embryogenesis it is the most abundant [@B32]. To date, it is one of the key members identified in lymphangiogenesis. In experimental studies, VEGF-D played a vital role in inducing lymphangiogenesis and lymphatic metastasis [@B33]. It stimulated growth of vascular and lymphatic endotheliocytes through signaling by the tyrosine kinase receptors KDR (VEGFR-2) and Flt-4 (VEGFR-3) [@B34].

VEGF-E is a strong angiogenic factor, the study displayed that VEGFR-2 alone can induce angiogenesis efficiently [@B35]. VEGF-~ENZ-7~ is a new isoform of VEGF-E encoded by the *orf* virus genome [@B36]. VEGF-E family members are potential angiogenic factors in clinical proangiogenic therapy for VEGF-E~NZ-7~ inducing significant angiogenesis *in vivo* with few side effects.

PlGF discovered in the placenta is expressed in the placenta, heart and lungs [@B37]. A trial showed that PlGF was associated with disease progression and survival in colorectal cancer [@B38]. PlGF is also implicated in other diseases, being studied in leukemia [@B88] and Ewing\'s sarcoma [@B39] as a therapeutic target.

VEGF-F identified from snake (viper) venom recently is the seventh member of the VEGF family and has unique properties. Through the compare with VEGF165, SutoK group found that it showed potent biological activity both *in vitro* and *in vivo* [@B40].

### VEGF receptors

The VEGFs express present their biological activity through interaction with their receptors. After the dimerization and autophosphorylation of the intracellular receptor tyrosine kinases, the receptors, transmembrane tyrosine kinases, bind their ligands to the extracellular domain of the receptor and activate a cascade of downstream proteins. The receptors identified are designated respectively VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, VEGFR-3 and the neuropilins (NP-1 and NP-2) so far.

VEGFR-1 binds VEGF-A, VEGF-B and PlGF with high affinity. VEGFR-1 is first expressed in angioblasts and endothelium, although its expression is less strongly than VEGFR-2. The soluble receptor could act as a specific antagonist of PlGF or VEGF-A. Soluble VEGFR-1 is expressed in some tumors, such as astrocytic tumor and breast cancer. Its actual effect in these tumors remains to be investigated [@B41], [@B42].

VEGFR-2 binds VEGF-A, VEGF-C, VEGF-D and VEGF-E and it represents a key molecular target for antiangiogenic intervention for its integral involvement in endotheliocytes proliferation and migration. Study displayed that the inhibition of VEGFR-2 can improve tumor response by molecular targeting at tumor vasculature [@B43].

VEGFR-3 activation and its ligands upregulation are found in some neoplastic conditions, including breast cancer and melanoma [@B44],[@B45]. Moreover, its blockades obviously inhibited lymph node metastasis and lymphangiogenesis [@B46]. So, blocking VEGFR-3 with specific inhibitors may control new lymphatic growth.

#### NP-1 and NP-2

In humans, NP-1 and NP-2 are located respectively on chromosome 10 and 2. Both of them are composed of 17 exons [@B47], [@B48]. NP-1 is expressed in the cardiovascular, skeletal, and nervous systems during embryonic development [@B49], [@B50], but it is also expressed in tumor cells, heart, lungs, pancreas, liver, osteoblasts, kidney, and bone marrow stromal cells in adults [@B51],[@B52]. NP-2 expression is similar to NP-1.

Detection methods of circulating VEGF in lung cancer
----------------------------------------------------

We found 71 studies by searching for key words "lung" "cancer" "VEGF" in: "title" or "Title/Abstract" fields, with "clinical trial" as the limited condition through PubMed. At the same time, similar searching from PMC did not reveal any additional publication. Within these studies, 32 had been reported with data that related to VEGF. Three of the 32 studies were further excluded. Two were lung metastatic tumor from primary head and neck cancer and leukemia. Another one was about cell testing, not an *in vivo* study. Therefore, a total of 29 clinical trials were utilized in this review.

Mattern et al. first reported the VEGF expression in NSCLC in 1996 [@B53] and they illustrated a negative prognostic role of VEGF expression in lung cancer tissue [@B54], [@B55]. Since then, a large number of studies in early stage NSCLC have reported the over-expression of VEGF and its association with disease progression or poor survival [@B56]-[@B65]. However, some studies did not display any correlation between VEGF expression and outcome [@B6], [@B7]. So far, a complete consensus of the association between response of treatment and survival has not been reached, while the detecting method was invasive, expensive, and inconvenient. Recently, increasingly more trials have been conducted to detect the VEGF level in body fluid, but not in tumor tissue, in NSCLC and SCLC. The majority of them detected VEGF levels from plasma and others from serum, a few ones from sputum, exhaled breath condensate (EBC), and malignant pleural effusion (MPE). We analyzed ten studies on detecting VEGF from serum, sixteen from plasma, two from pleural fluid, one from EBC and one from sputum in this review.

### Assessment of serum VEGF level

In detecting the serum VEGF levels, all of the ten studies used the enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method. Most of them collected blood specimens in tubes without anticoagulant, then lightly inverted to mix completely. Within half an hour, the tubes were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1100 to 2000 rpm. After centrifugation, serum was removed into a polypropylene tube and frozen to -20°C [@B66]-[@B68] or -80°C [@B69], [@B70] until analysis. The investigators were blinded to the whole process, including the identities, treatment allocation, and outcome. VEGF was detected using a commercially available ELISA kit (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Five of them were about chemotherapy, others were on targeted therapy, traditional Chinese medicine therapy, immunotherapy, and diagnosis of NSCLC or SCLC. All of the five studies on chemotherapy were prospective and three studies with more than 50 cases were randomized [@B68], [@B71], [@B72]. All of the three studies had a similar result: the baseline VEGF level was associated with survival and two of them measured the VEGF level in duplicate. NVALT12 [@B71] was a multicenter, randomized, open-label parallel group phase II trial conducted by the Dutch Lung Physician Society (NVALT) and a total 223 patients were recruited in 17 centers across the Netherlands. Pretreatment, week 3 and week 6 serum levels of VEGF were assessed through ELSIA and they found that the baseline median serum VEGF (n = 178) was 111 pg/ml (interquartile range 55-218pg/ml) and equal in both arms. A higher baseline VEGF level was associated with poor PFS and OS, while VEGF became undetectable or very low at 3-week and 6-week in both groups. Another randomized study [@B68] enrolled 68 patients with histologically proven SCLC diagnosed and treated in the Helsinki University Central Hospital, Finland. They only detected the pretreatment VEGF level and their findings showed that pretreatment serum VEGF concentration of patients with SCLC ranged from 70 to 1738 pg/ml (mean, 527 pg/ml). Higher baseline serum VEGF was significantly associated with poor response to therapy (p =0.0083, CR +PR vs. NC+PD). Patients with lower serum VEGF level had longer survival than those with higher pretreatment value. The 1-year and 2-year survival rates of the patients with lower VEGF were 54% and 24% respectively, but patients with higher VEGF level were 33 and 7% respectively (p = 0.012). In the analysis, only pretreatment VEGF \[relative risk (RR)=1.5; 95% CI 1.0-2.3; p=0.050\] and clinical stage (RR=2.2; 95% CI 1.4-3.4; p=0.0006) had independent influence on survival through the multivariate analysis. Another randomized trial [@B72] recruiting 140 patients with NSCLC (stage IIIB /IV) and VEGF was measured in duplicate. The median baseline VEGF level was 502 pg/ml (range 55-3453 pg/ml). Baseline VEGF levels were strongly related to OS when dichotomized at the median (p= 0.008). Higher baseline VEGF levels as a continuous variable also significantly correlated to worse OS after log transformation. There was a decrease in VEGF level after treatment, compared with pretreatment. However the reduction in VEGF from baseline did not significantly relate to OS (p = 0.730), failure-free survival (p = 0.722), or treatment response. During the rest of two non-randomized trials, one [@B66] with 28 patients, illustrated the baseline serum VEGF concentration was associated with the response to therapy. Another one [@B73] with 40 cases found that the baseline VEGF level was not any associated with response, moreover, there was no change during treatment. From the above data, we saw that the vast majority of (85.0%) cases revealed that the pretreatment serum VEGF level was associated with survival [@B68], [@B71], [@B72], and the baseline serum VEGF level also correlated with response to treatment [@B66], [@B68], while there was a decrease after therapy [@B68], [@B71], [@B72], only one study showed that there was not any correlation with response to treatment and no change during treatment.

In the other five studies, two of them [@B70], [@B74] showed that serum VEGF also played an important role in the diagnosis of NSCLC. Tamura\'s group [@B70] devised a prospective trial to enroll 78 patients with NSCLC in Japan who underwent surgery and measure their VEGF, VEGF-C, and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9). They found that patients with lymph node metastasis had higher serum VEGF, VEGF-C, and plasma MMP-9 concentrations than those without metastasis (VEGF-C, P =0.0004; VEGF, P = 0.001). Serum VEGF, VEGF-C, and MMP-9 reached a sensitivity of 80%, 85%, and 63% respectively and a specificity of 59%, 68%, and 75% respectively, when a cutoff value was 316.8 pg/ml, 1762.0 pg/ml, and 51.4 ng/ml respectively. VEGF-C (AUC =0.761) had the biggest area under the curve in the ROC curve analysis, followed by MMP-9 (AUC =0.723) and VEGF (AUC =0.694). A combination assay of three markers had higher sensitivity and specificity (AUC =0.837) for prediction than single-marker assays. Their conclusion displayed that a combination assay of these three markers expression in circulation could assess lymph node metastasis in NSCLC patients with higher accuracy than single-marker assays. Another trial revealed that increased serum VEGF and 8-isoprostane levels related to advanced lung cancer and that increased TNF-α levels were observed in lung cancer patients, whereas increased VEGF levels were observed in advanced T-stage in exhaled breath condensate (EBC). Authors observed VEGF, TNF-α and 8-isoprostane levels in EBC and serum of patients with lung cancer [@B74]. Peng Zhao et al. [@B75] found overproduction of VEGF in tumor-bearing patients revealed a statistically positive correlation with IL-4 by detecting serum VEGF level before and after immunotherapy in patients with NSCLC. A control trial [@B67] enrolled 60 patients discovered that the serum VEGF levels decreased after traditional Chinese medicine treatment compared with pretreatment. Another study [@B69] (112 cases) found that the baseline serum VEGF level was associated with response to erlotinib-targeted therapy. From the data above, we saw VEGF also had an impact on lymph node metastasis diagnosis. The baseline VEGF level also decreased after traditional Chinese medicine treatment [@B67] and correlated with response to targeted therapy [@B69].

### Evaluation of VEGF plasma level

Sixteen studies measured VEGF from plasma, which included nine studies on chemotherapy [@B76]-[@B84], six in the targeted therapy field [@B85]-[@B90], and one was on surgery [@B91].

A total of 3ml-5ml of peripheral vein blood was drawn into a citrated Vacutainer tube and was mixed immediately for measuring plasma VEGF level. Then, samples were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4°C at 3000 rpm within 30 minutes. Plasma was removed into cryogenic storage tubes, stored immediately at -70°C to -80°C [@B77], [@B80]-[@B82], [@B87]-[@B91], and only one stored at -20°C [@B76]. In some multicenter trials, these specimens were shipped on dry ice to another center for analysis. Most of the studies detected the plasma VEGF by using commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits and two did not share details (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

In the sixteen prospective studies on detecting plasma VEGF level, six [@B78]-[@B80], [@B86], [@B89]-[@B90] of them were multicenter trials and seven [@B78], [@B80], [@B82], [@B84], [@B89]-[@B91] were randomized studies. The numbers of patient cases were from 10 to 878, and there were 6 studies that had more than 100 patients [@B78], [@B80], [@B82], [@B88], [@B90]-[@B91]. All of the three multicenter randomized studies [@B78], [@B80], [@B90] with more than 100 cases (from a total of 742 cases) showed that higher pretreatment plasma VEGF levels were associated with worse outcome, and that a Swedish double-blind study also displayed the result that higher baseline VEGF level correlated with the response to treatment [@B91]. Some studies demonstrated that the baseline plasma VEGF level did not predict survival [@B76]-[@B77], [@B79], [@B81]-[@B82], [@B88]-[@B89]. Other studies also supported that baseline plasma VEGF levels were associated with their response to treatment [@B76], [@B82]-[@B83], [@B87], [@B89]-[@B90], but just two trials [@B81], [@B86] revealed that the pretreatment VEGF levels did not show any correlation with response to therapy. Many researchers observed that there was a significant decrease after treatment than before [@B77], [@B79], [@B83], [@B87]-[@B88], [@B90]-[@B91], but one [@B90] showed that an increase of VEGF level was seen after treatment, while some trials suggested that no change was observed during treatment [@B76], [@B81], [@B86]. In addition, some trials revealed that higher baseline levels of VCAM [@B81], VEGFR1 [@B77] and ICAM [@B82] before combination therapy were associated with worse survival. Mack\'s group [@B88] also described that osteopontin (OPN) plasma level had a significant association with patient OS and PFS, but not response to chemotherapy. As a result, all of the three multicenter randomized trials with more than 100 cases had the same finding, that lower pretreatment plasma level of VEGF gave a benefit to survival prognosis [@B78], [@B80], [@B90], moreover most trials agreed that the baseline plasma VEGF concentration decreased during treatment, and was also associated with the response to therapy, although there were a few trials with a different finding. Most studies [@B76]-[@B78], [@B81] that found the baseline VEGF level did not predict survival were nonrandomized and enrolled fewer cases in their trials, except two random ones [@B82], [@B89] and two with more than 100 cases [@B82], [@B88]. Their findings might be biased or be affected by fewer cases or being non-randomized. Overall, there was a trend that the baseline plasma VEGF level affected prognosis outcome and was associated with response to treatment, although there was not complete consensus. In future, researchers need to devise large-scale, multicenter, randomized trials under the same conditions to confirm the value of VEGF level. In another aspect, we found some potentially useful biomarkers from these studies and we suggest that researchers can conduct further research focusing on the VEGF-A, VEGFR-1, SP-1, ICAM, OPN and VCAM.

### Assessment of VEGF concentration in malignant pleural effusion (MPE)

There were two studies on detecting VEGF level in MPE. One study [@B84] was a randomized prospective protocol, recruiting 72 advanced NSCLC patients with MPE. MPE was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4,000 rpm at 4°C, then the supernatant was collected and assessed by ELISA using the VEGF-A ELISA kits (USCN), according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Using a Microplate Reader (Bio-Rad, model 550) read the assay plates. Compared with the cisplatin-only group, VEGF levels in the MPE significantly decreased in the treatment group with bevacizumab and cisplatin before and after treatments (p\<0.01). The VEGF-positive condition was confirmed when the pleural VEGF value was higher than the normal maximum value (300.6 pg/l). Bevacizumab was significant efficient in the treatment of study subjects with VEGF-positive (p\<0.01); this suggested that bevacizumab was specific to patients with VEGF-positive but CEA was not a specific marker for this treatment. Another study was a multicenter trial [@B79] in Japan, enrolling 23 NSCLC patients with MPE. They measured the baseline VEGF level in MPE and assessed by ELISA using the Alpha LISA Human VEGF kit (PerkinElmer Japan). The median baseline VEGF value in MPE was 1798.6 (range 223.4-35,633.4) pg/ml, which was higher than the average VEGF level in plasma (513.6 ± 326.4 pg/ml). The mRNA expression of VEGF-A decreased sharply (p\<0.01) in both group. However, the VEGF-A mRNA decrease was much greater in the combination therapy arm than in cisplatin monotherapy arm (p\<0.01). The observation suggested that bevacizumab could reduce significantly the levels of VEGF-A mRNA. The former trial supported that the baseline VEGF-A level in MPE was associated with the response to therapy and the finding in latter one was similar, both with a significant decrease of VEGF circulating level after treatment(p\<0.01).

### VEGF level in exhaled breath condensate (EBC)

A Greek study [@B74] recruited prospectively 30 lung cancer patients and 15 age and gender-matched healthy smokers as control group. The trial analyzed the levels of VEGF, TNF-γ, and 8-isoprostane in EBC and serum by an immunoenzymatic method (ELISA). VEGF levels were measured with commercially available ELISA kits (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). All of the serum and EBC samples were obtained prior treatment. EBC was collected noninvasively into a condenser with nongaseous components of the expiratory air (Ecoscreen, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). All of the EBC and blood sample were collected in the early morning (8:00-9:00 am.) in order to avoid any influences of the circadian rhythm on the measured biomarkers. After supervised abstinence from smoking for two hours, patients rinsed their mouth with distilled water. Then, they performed tidal breathing for 15 minutes through a mouthpiece and a two-way non-rebreathing valve which also served as a saliva trap wearing a nose clip. All patients were guided to swallow saliva. At least 1ml of EBC was collected and transferred to Eppendorf tubes and frozen immediately at -80°C. All EBC collections were executed according to the ERS/ATS Task Force on EBC [@B92]. The reproducibility of the detecting of VEGF, TNF-γ, and 8-isoprostane in EBC was tested on EBC samples obtained on two continuous days in a total of 12 people (8 patients with lung cancer and 4 controls).

VEGF levels of lung cancer patients in EBC did not differ significantly from control group. However, levels of VEGF were higher in patients with T3-T4 tumor stage than in those with T1-T2 (p = 0.047). A statistically significant association was found between VEGF levels in EBC and in serum (r = 0.52, p = 0.019). In EBC, TNF-γ levels increased in patients with lung cancer, whereas VEGF levels increased in advanced T-stage. These results displayed that the VEGF level was less sensitive in EBC than in serum or plasma. Accordingly, it is not advised for patients with early-stage lung cancer to check VEGF level from EBC.

### Detecting VEGF level in sputum

Rovina\'s group devised a prospective control study [@B93] with 76 patients with lung cancer in Greece. They induced and collected sputum from all patients in the early morning. Patients inhaled 3% saline for 15-20 minutes. Sputum was disposed according to a modification method described by Pin et al. [@B94]. The samples were shacked for 30 seconds and then lightly mixed in a bench rocker for 20 min. An equal to sputum volume of phosphated buffered saline (PBS)added and followed by vortex for 15 s and mixing at the bench rocker for another 5 min. Homogenized sputum was filtered through a 70 µm cell strainer and then centrifuged for 10 min at 1600 rpm at 20°C. The supernatant was collected and stored at -70°C. IL-18 and VEGF in sputum supernatants were detected using an ELISA kit (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

Patients with NSCLC and SCLC had statistically higher levels of VEGF than healthy nonsmokers (p = 0.002 and 0.03, respectively), but did not significantly differ from healthy smokers. No statistical difference was observed in the levels of VEGF between NSCLC and SCLC patients. There was no difference in VEGF levels between different stages in NSCLC or SCLC patients. However, higher VEGF levels of baseline sputum were associated with worse survival (p = 0.034) in extensive stage SCLC. The expected mortality risk was 1.14 (95% CI 1.006-1.283) for every increase of 100 pg/ml in VEGF level. No association was observed between baseline sputum VEGF levels and OS in limited SCLC and in any stage of NSCLC. From this study we saw there was no difference between patients and healthy smokers, and different stage NSCLC or SCLC patients. But they found a correlation between the baseline sputum VEGF level and survival in extensive SCLC, not NSCLC, and limited SCLC. We need further research if we want to confirm the value of the sputum VEGF level, because there were only data reported from one trial. But the authors provided a research direction in evaluation of the VEGF value in future.

### Advantages and disadvantages of these different methods

We compared the five different detecting methods of body fluid VEGF and found that there were some benefits and drawbacks from these methods. Firstly, to collect these samples, it was easier to draw from the peripheral vein than to drain from pleural effusion, and easier to induce sputum or to collect EBC. In addition, a simple method of obtaining samples, like drawing from a peripheral vein, needs only a short time to perform. But other methods, like draining pleural effusion, inducing sputum, or collecting EBC, need a longer time (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). So, measuring the VEGF level in serum or plasma was relatively easier and saved time generally than the other methods, but the simplest method was to collect sputum when wanting to study advanced patients with expectoration symptoms. Second, almost all of the studies measured VEGF level using ELISA kits were from R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, and just a few trials used kits from other brands like American GB company (San Francisco) [@B67], Biosource International, Inc. (Camarillo, CA) [@B88], and R&D Systems, Minneapolis, USA [@B89], [@B93]. Different brands of kits and different catalog kits from the same company had different sensitivity (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Also, the lower limit for detecting of VEGF was from 0.9 pg/ml to 20 pg/ml, and the highest sensitivity was reported at 0.9 pg/ml, used by only one trial [@B74]. For the calculating method in studies, some used a microplate reader at 450 nm and the rest did not publish the details (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Finally, for the stability of the VEGF level, we did not find that there was a significant difference between serum and plasma, nor other body fluid. But Hyodo et al. [@B96] reported on the stability of VEGF levels in plasma, in contrast to its instability in serum. The levels of serum VEGF in drawn blood samples were also found to increase during clot formation, and this increase may be caused by the release from platelets. We also need to study further research and to confirm it. Briefly, we suggest that detecting VEGF levels in plasma was relatively simple, took a short time, and was an economical method using the high sensitivity kit, compared with the factors discussed above.

Affecting factors of VEGF level
-------------------------------

Study showed that there was not a significant association between the patients\' age, sex, histological type, disease stage, ECOG performance status, or serum CEA levels and VEGF levels at baseline (Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient, -0.172, / P-value=0.5001) [@B76]. All of the studies did not stratify through these factors and just a few trials considered different disease stage and type. So, the effects of ethnic group, detecting time, disease stage, subtype, and other biomarkers measured were analyzed together in this review.

### Ethnic group

There were nine of 29 trials on Asians with the VEGF level including four papers from China and five from Japan. Six [@B91], [@B75], [@B67], [@B79], [@B83]-[@B84] showed that the baseline VEGF level expressed had a significant decrease after treatment; of the other three, one [@B70] was about lymph node metastasis diagnosis, another one [@B89] showed an increasing trend of the VEGF level during treatment, and the last one [@B76] showed no change during therapy, while the VEGF baseline level was associated with response to therapy [@B76], [@B89]. In addition, the baseline level of VEGF does not predict the outcome of patients with lung cancer [@B76], [@B79]. Around 82.9% cases suggested that the pretreatment level of VEGF can predict patient response to treatment in Asians, and there was a change during therapy, but the baseline level of VEGF cannot provide a prognosis for patient survival.

Five trials [@B77], [@B87]-[@B88], [@B82], [@B80] enrolled Americans, but one of these was about diagnosis [@B72]. The majority of the American studies also revealed a decrease during the treatment [@B77], [@B87]-[@B88] and these pretreatment VEGF levels partly related to response to therapy [@B83], [@B88], but were not associated with patient outcome [@B76], [@B82], [@B88]. Only one study showed that the baseline level of VEGF correlated with outcome [@B80]. In another aspect, some studies showed that VEGFR-1, ICAM, and OPN were correlated with patient survival [@B76], [@B82], [@B88], so we suggest that further research on these biomarkers in other races should be conducted in future.

Eight studies were conducted using Europeans, including two about diagnosis and six on treatment. Dada showed that the baseline VEGF levels correlated with survival in four of six studies (cases account for 91.3%) [@B90], [@B71], [@B93], [@B68] and response to treatment during three of four articles (cases account for 92.6%) [@B90], [@B70], [@B68], and only one study showed that the pretreatment VEGF level was not associated with response to therapy [@B86]. In addition, two papers indicated that a decrease of the circulating VEGF level was seen during treatment [@B90], [@B71].

In summary, there was some distinction in different ethnic populations. The majority of Asian patients revealed a decrease of circulating VEGF level after treatment, and baseline VEGF level partly correlated with the response to treatment, but most of them were not associated with patient outcome. Similarly, the baseline circulating VEGF level also decreased after therapy in American studies and was also partly associated with response to treatment, but not correlated with patient survival. Compared with Asian and American research, most of the European studies showed that the baseline VEGF level predicted the outcomes of patients and was related to response to therapy. About half of the studies with Caucasian showed that the level of VEGF decreased after treatment. There was some distinction among different racial populations. From the above data, we could see that, to some extent, the circulating baseline level of VEGF can predict the response to treatment in Asian, American and European patients, and it was also associated with European patient survival. We will have a benefit trend to design some international multicenter (different races) trials to confirm the result under the same experimental conditions and also can devise some studies on VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, ICAM, and OPN to find more prediction value markers in future.

### Detecting time of VEGF level

We found six of 18 trials (detecting VEGF levels in before and after treatment) with no change of VEGF level during treatment, detected at 3-week, 6-week, 12-week and 1- or 2-chemotherapy cycle(s) respectively. Also, we reviewed ten trials with decreasing VEGF levels after treatment, measured at 3- or 5- cycle, 6- or 12-week, and 2 months after treatment. In addition, there were 2 studies involving baseline VEGF level increases after operation [@B91] and vandetanib treatment, d29 and d57 [@B89]. These results showed that the detection time of VEGF in most studies with the VEGF level unchanging was shorter than that of studies with VEGF levels decreasing generally, although the measuring time extended to 12-week or 2-chemotherapy cycle in a few studies. The detection time of VEGF level was more than 6- or 12-week, 3-cycle or longer among most studies with a VEGF level decrease. On the other hand, the time point of detecting VEGF level was another aspect. It was more possible to change detecting time before the next chemotherapy cycle rather than just finishing chemotherapy. Maybe there was a change process during different time points of treatment. In future, we need to design measurement at different time points as a control in the same trial.

As for the two studies [@B89], [@B91] with VEGF levels increasing after therapy, one [@B91] was about operating treatment of early stage patients and another [@B89] was about targeted therapy. The former hypothesized that the reasons for VEGF level increase may be related to harmful patient body and immune system sensitivity after a traditional operation because it did not change after a minimally invasive thoracoscope operation. The latter was regarding a vandetanib phase II trial. A potential reason for the increase of VEGF level may be associated with bias or some other reason. It needs further research in future.

### Lung cancer stage

There was no study observing the VEGF level in different cancer stage cases. Almost all trials were on advanced NSCLC, metastatic tumor, or relapse. A few studies were on early stage (I-II) NSCLC [@B91], stage I-III NSCLC [@B70], [@B75], stage I-IV NSCLC [@B71], NSCLC and SCLC [@B93]. None of them compared different stages among the patients. Some researchers did not [@B76] observe an association between the patient disease stage and VEGF levels at baseline (Spearman\'s rank correlation coefficient, -0.172, / P-value=0.5001). One result [@B74] showed that higher levels of VEGF were found in patients with T3-T4 tumor stage than in those with T1-T2 (9.3±2.8 pg/ml vs. 2.3±0.7 pg/ml, respectively; p = 0.047). It appeared that it was difficult to analyze stage effect on the VEGF level. Well-controlled study among patients at different disease stages may be able to detect an accurate relationship among them in future.

### Subtype effect to VEGF level

Most of the studies were about advanced NSCLC, while just three of 29 trials were about SCLC, which enrolled American and European patients. They did not analyze the differences in VEGF levels between the different subtypes of NSCLC. The one American study [@B81] with 63 SCLC patients revealed that baseline level was not only associated with patient survival but also related to response to chemotherapy, and the level of VEGF had not changed during chemotherapy. In contrast, the Finland prospective study [@B68] showed that serum VEGF ranged from 70 to 1738 pg/ml (mean, 527 pg/ml), similar to NSCLC. They found that the baseline VEGF level was associated with response to treatment (p = 0.0083) and high (\>527 pg/ml) serum VEGF also related to poor survival (p = 0.012, Log Rank Test), and all 3-year survivors had lower than mean pretreatment serum VEGF. The Greek study [@B93], enrolling both SCLC and NSCLC patients and detecting sputum VEGF, showed that the VEGF levels were both higher in NSCLC and SCLC compared with the control group, while higher baseline levels of VEGF in extensive SCLC were associated with worse survival similar to that in NSCLC. These data suggested that there was no substantial distinction between NSCLC and SCLC.

### Detecting potential value of other biomarkers

Researchers found some other biomarkers had correlation with survival or response to treatment during these studies. We describe and discuss them in this review for further trials in future.

#### VEGFR-1

Four of 29 studies measured VEGFR-1 with VEGF together. One international multicenter trial [@B78] enrolling 303 patients found that both baseline and dynamic levels of VEGFR-1 were not associated with patient outcome. Another international multicenter study [@B96] using specific individual genotype sequencing assays (kinetic thermocycling polymerase chain reaction \[PCR\], Sanger sequencing and fragment analysis assays) to identify the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), also recruiting 303 patients, revealed that one variant in VEGFR-1 was associated with worse PFS/OS (not statistically significant after correction for multiple testing). The result showed that four genetic variants in VEGF-A and VEGFR-1 related to treatment outcome. Three VEGF-A variants correlated with best overall response (BOR), one variant in VEGFR-1 related to poor PFS/OS (not statistically significant after correction for multiple testing). In the other two studies, a Turkish study [@B73] illustrated that decrease of VEGFR-1 level persisted for at least 3 weeks after the chemotherapy initiation, and another study [@B77] showed that the baseline higher level of VEGFR-1 was associated with worse survival, although there was a transient decrease in plasma VEGFR-1 concentration at day 7. We could see that three of the four studies showed that the circulating level of VEGFR-1 decreased after therapy or correlated with patient outcome, and only one found that it was not associated with survival. Although further research studies on VEGFR-1 may be needed to confirm more accurate results, circulating level of VEGFR-1 is most likely important in the prediction of therapy or correlated with patient outcome.

#### VEGFR-2

There were four studies detecting VEGFR-2 level and three of them were multicenter trials. Two of the multicenter trials [@B86], [@B89] found that the plasma level of VEGFR-2 expressed a decreasing trend during treatment, and one [@B86] showed the baseline VEGFR-2 level correlated with the response to treatment, while the other did not [@B89]. Another multicenter trial [@B78] demonstrated that baseline level of VEGFR-2 was not significantly associated with patient survival and there was also no change during the treatment. One American study [@B80] with 123 patients showed plasma VEGFR-2 level decreased after treatment but had no relation to outcome. From the above data, we could see that the majority of studies suggested there was a decrease after treatment, but the baseline level of VEGFR-2 was not associated with patient survival. Two multicenter trials found the baseline VEGFR-2 level correlated with response to therapy but the other two did not. We need further research to confirm whether or not a relation exists between the pretreatment level of VEGFR-2 and the response to treatment.

#### VEGF-C

Just two studies were about the detection of VEGF-C levels. One study [@B70] was the diagnosis of the circulating level of VEGF-C enrolled 78 patients with NSCLC. The findings showed that lymph node metastasis patients had higher serum VEGF, VEGF-C, and plasma MMP-9 concentrations than did those without metastasis. Combination assay of three markers had higher specificity and sensitivity for prediction (AUC =0.837) compared with single-marker assays. It suggested that VEGF-C played a more important role than VEGF in lymph node metastasis. Studies displayed that VEGF-C induced selective lymphangiogenesis without the accompanying angiogenesis [@B30], and it had a positive role in lymphatic invasion and metastasis and patient survival [@B31]. The other study [@B77] illustrated that the plasma VEGF-C level had a transient decrease during chemotherapy plus bevacizumab. Briefly, VEGF-C played a key role in the diagnosis of lymph node metastasis, especially with MMP-9 and VEGF together.

#### Osteopontin (OPN)

An American study (SWOG0003) [@B88], enrolling 172 patients with advanced NSCLC, found that baseline plasma level of OPN was significantly associated with response to treatment, PFS, and OS in NSCLC. Patients with lower OPN level had a significantly better OS and PFS than patients with higher level (HR= 0.60, P=0.002, HR= 0.69, P= 0.02, respectively). When examined as a continuous variable, OPN maintained its obvious correlation with PFS (HR= 1.05, P= 0.01) and OS (HR= 1.09, P= 0.0001). Moreover, patients with lower plasma OPN levels were also more likely to have tumor response (P=0.03). No differences were observed between treatment arms. But tumor OPN level did not correlate with patient outcome or with plasma level. It suggested that OPN was a potentially useful biomarker while assessing patient outcome. So the OPN level in plasma, not in tumor tissue, need to be studied in future.

#### IL-12

There were two studies about the circulating level of IL-12. Both of them found that the plasma IL-12 level decreased during treatment, and one [@B80] revealed that the baseline level was associated with PFS and the other one [@B86] suggested that the change level related to tumor shrinkage with an 81% accuracy rate. So, IL-12 also plays an important role in estimating the response to treatment and patient outcome.

In summary
==========

Angiogenesis plays a key role in lung cancer, including tumor incidence, progression, and metastasis. Evidence displays that angiogenesis is a relatively early event in lung cancer pathogenesis. Uncontrolled angiogenesis result in tumor progression and metastasis. The different processes of angiogenesis are controlled by a large number of mediators. VEGF is one of the most specific and key regulators of angiogenesis, among many regulators [@B20], [@B21].

Most large-sample, multicenter, randomized control trials [@B68], [@B71], [@B72], [@B78], [@B80], [@B90] in these studies (1172 cases ) demonstrated a similar result, that higher baseline circulating VEGF level predicted a poor outcome, although some studies did not show any association between VEGF expression and survival (305 cases ) [@B81], [@B97], [@B76]-[@B77], [@B79], [@B89]. The result was not different from other studies showing that a worse prognostic significance of VEGF over-expression in tumor cells; however, VEGF was not an independent prognostic factor in multivariate analysis [@B59], [@B60], [@B64], [@B71]. By now, it has not reached a complete consensus in tumor. Therefore, we need to devise future studies to answer whether higher circulating VEGF levels predict worse outcomes or not.

Compared with detection from tumor tissue, detecting the circulating level of VEGF was noninvasive, simple, and cost-effective. Increasing studies showed that the circulating VEGF level was useful and stable during treatment and diagnosis, especially in plasma. Hyodo\'s group reported on the stability of VEGF level in plasma, in contrast to its instability in serum. The levels of serum VEGF in drawn blood specimens were also observed to increase during clot formation, and this increase may be caused by the release from platelets [@B95]. However, from the data reported, we found that the changes in VEGF serum levels were not more than that in the plasma concentrations of VEGF. The data showed that baseline serum level related to outcome or response to treatment was not more than the plasma level, compared with those articles measuring plasma concentration of VEGF. Presently, more studies regarding plasma level of VEGF were more than those regarding serum trials that we engaged to analyze. To affirm the difference in stability between these two different circulating concentrations, additional studies to directly compare them is necessary in future.

Recent data suggested that a novel ELISA method that preferentially detects short VEGF-A isoforms, including VEGF-110 and VEGF-121, may have more promising predictive value [@B98]. One international multicenter randomized study [@B96] detected SNPs using this method. DNA analysis for 12 SNPs across three genes was reported: VEGF-A (five SNPs), VEGFR-1 (three SNPs), and VEGFR-2 (four SNPs). The results showed that four genetic variants in VEGF-A and VEGFR-1 related to treatment outcome. A Swedish study [@B90], recruiting 316 patients with NSCLC, also used this method to measure VEGF-165 and VEGF-121. These two isoforms basically represent the majority of VEGF structures. Results showed that the value at 6-week and 12-week was significantly lower than before treatment and lower baseline plasma level of VEGF predicted a benefit for survival. The result agreed with the above result, thus, consolidated our analysis.

From these studies we also found some potentially useful biomarkers like VEGFR-1, VEGF-C, OPN, and IL-12, and they may play a more important role during prediction of patient outcome or response to treatment. The importance of these is as follows:

VEGFR-1 played a crucial role in deciding patients survival; 2. VEGF-C had a significant usefulness in the diagnosis of lymph node metastasis, especially with MMP-9 and VEGF together; 3. OPN was a very useful biomarker, so we can study the OPN level further in plasma, but not in tissue, in future; 4.IL-12 also played an important role during estimating the response to treatment and patient outcome. So we suggest that researchers devise further studies to confirm the effect of OPN, VEGFR-1, and IL-12 in assessing lung cancer patient survival or response to therapy, and promote the role and understanding of VEGF in future. We also recommend the design of further studies to verify VEGF-C usefulness in the diagnosis of lymph node metastasis, especially with MMP-9 and VEGF together. As for VEGFR-2, a significant impact was not found in these studies. Accordingly, researchers ought to conduct further studies to confirm or find a new role for this biomarker in NSCLC patients.
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###### 

The information of ten studies detecting VEGF level in serum.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Ref/First Author               Ethnic      No. of cases   Character      Method\                                   Kit\'s Sensitivity                                Biomarkers            Detecting time       Stage/\           Treatment/\
                                                                           (kits)                                                                                                                                 type              diagnosis
  ------------------------------ ----------- -------------- -------------- ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- --------------------- -------------------- ----------------- ------------------
  [@B71] A.M. C. Dingemans       Dutch       223            Multicenter\   ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Standard curve 15-2000pg/ml                       VEGF                  0, 3w, 6w, PD        IV/\              Chemotherapy
                                                            Random,\                                                                                                                                              NSCLC             
                                                            protective                                                                                                                                                              

  [@B66] Andrea Camerini         Italian     43             protective     ELISA (-)                                 \-                                                VEGF, TSP1            0,3w,6w,9w,3m, PD    IIIB-IV\          Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  /NSCLC            

  [@B73] Faruk Tas               Turk        40             protective     ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Reader at 450nm (China)                           VEGF, TSP1, VEGFR-1   0,1w,2w,3w           III-IV\           Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  /NSCLC            

  [@B72] Martin J. Edelman       White85%\   140            Protective\    ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Lower Limited detection\                          VEGF, COX-2\          0, 1cycle, 2cycle    IIIB-IV\          Chemotherapy
                                 black11%\                  Random                                                   9.0pg/ml                                          5-LOX                                      /NSCLC            
                                 other3%                                                                                                                                                                                            

  [@B68] Petri SALVEN            Finnish     68             Protective\    ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Microtitre plate reader at 450nm (50-1000pg/ml)   VEGF                  0(pretreatment)      Limited-\         Chemotherapy
                                                            Random                                                                                                                                                extensive /SCLC   

  [@B76] Peng Zhao               Chinese     50             Protective\    ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Microplate reader at 450nm                        IL-4, IL-10, IFN-γ    0, after treatment   I-III/ NSCLC      Immunotherapy
                                                            nonrandom                                                                                                                                                               

  [@B67] Junbao Liu,             Chinese     60             Protective\    American GB company (San Francisco)       \--                                               VEGF, bFGF, TNF-α     0, after 2m          IIIB-IV\          Traditional\
                                                            Random                                                                                                                                                /NSCLC            Chinese medicine

  [@B74] Eleftherios Dalaveris   Greek       30             Protective     ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Lower Limited detection\                          VEGF, TNF-α, 8-ISO    0(pretreatment)      IIIB-IV\          Diagnose
                                                                                                                     0.9pg/ml                                                                                     /NSCLC            

  [@B70] Masaya Tamura,          Japanese    78             Protective     ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Lower Limited detection\                          VEGF, VEGF-C,\        0(pretreatment)      I-III / NSCLC     Diagnose
                                                                                                                     9.0pg/ml                                          MMP-9                                                        

  [@B98] Songwen Zhou            Chinese     112            Protective     ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN, USA)   Microplate reader                                 VEGF, TGF-α           0, 1m                IIIB-IV\          Targeted therapy
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  /NSCLC            
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

The information of sixteen studies detecting VEGF level in plasma.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Ref/First Author                   Ethnic         No. of cases   Character        Method (kits)                                          Kit\'s sensitivity                      Biomarkers                              Detecting time                  Stage/\                   Treatment\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           type                      /diagnosis
  ---------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------
  [@B77] M. Shingyoji                Japanese       18             Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     Lower Limited detection\                VEGF                                    0, 2cycle                       III-IV\                   Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                           15.6pg/ml (vegf-121,165)                                                                                        /NSCLC                    

  [@B78] Rebecca S. Heista           Americans      36             Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     \-                                      VEGF,VEGFR-1,\                          0, d7, d14,\                    IIIB-IV\                  Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                                                                   VEGF-C, PlGF                            3cycle, 5cycle                  /NSCLC                    

  [@B79] Tony Mok                    Asia\          303            Protective\      ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     Microplate reader (Bio-Tek Elx 800)     VEGF,VEGFR-1,VEGFR-2,bFGF,ICAM,PlGF,\   0, every 6week                  IIIB-IV\                  Chemotherapy
                                     Caucasian                     Multicenter\                                                                                                    E-selection                                                             /NSCLC                    
                                                                   Randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B80] Motohiro Tamiya             Japanese       23             Protective\      ELISA(-)                                               \-                                      VEGF                                    0 (pleural effusion)\           NSCLC with MPE            Chemotherapy
                                                                   Multicenter\                                                                                                                                            0, 3cycle (plasma)                                        
                                                                   Non-Randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  [@B81] Emer O. Hanrahan            White (112)\   123            Protective\      \-\--                                                  \-\--                                   VEGF,VEGFR-2,\                          d-7, d8+-1, d22+-3,\            IIIB-IV\                  Chemotherapy
                                     Black (3)\                    Multicenter\                                                                                                    MMP-9, \...                             d43+-3                          /NSCLC                    
                                     Asia (2)\                     Randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                     Other(6)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B82] Leora Horn                  White (60)\    63             Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     Lower Limited detection\                VEGF, VCAM, ICAM,\                      0, 2cycle                       Extensive /SCLC           Chemotherapy
                                     Non-white(3)                                                                                          6.4pg/ml                                bFGF, E-selection                                                                                 

  [@B83] Afshin Dowlati              \-             878            Protective\      ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     Lower Limited detection\                VEGF, ICAM,\                            0(VEGF)\                        IIIB-IV /NSCLC with MPE   Chemotherapy
                                                                   Randomized                                                              12.5pg/ml                               bFGF, E-selection                       0, 7w(others)                                             

  [@B84] Hiroyasu Yasuda             Japanese       17             Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN, UK)                 \-                                      VEGF,HIF-1α,P53                         0, after treatment              IIIB-IV\                  Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           /NSCLC                    

  [@B91] Sverre Sorenson             Swiss          316            Protective\      ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     Lower Limited detection\                VEGF-165,\                              0, 6w,\                         IIIB-IV\                  Chemotherapy
                                                                   Multicenter\                                                            9.0pg/ml                                VEGF-121                                12w, 20w                        /NSCLC                    
                                                                   Randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B86] Astrid A.M. Van der Veldt   Swiss          10             Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     \-                                      11C, 15O                                3h, 4d                          Advanced\                 Chemotherapy
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           NSCLC                     

  [@B87] Petros G. Nikolinakos       Irish\         33             Protective\      ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)                     \-                                      VEGF,\                                  Before and after of operation   I-III /NSCLC              Chemotherapy
                                     Spanish\                      Multicenter\                                                                                                    VEGFR-2,\                                                                                         
                                     American                      Non-randomized                                                                                                  PlGF                                                                                              

  [@B88] Eric B. Haura               White (33)\    34             Protective       ELISA(Bio source international, Inc (Camarillo, CA))   \-                                      VEGF,\                                  0, d15, d29                     III-IV\                   Targeted therapy
                                     Hispanic (1)                                                                                                                                  bFGF, IL-8                                                              /NSCLC                    

  [@B89] Philip C. Mack              American       172            Protective       ELISA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, USA)                    \-                                      VEGF,\                                  Pretreatment                    III-IV\                   Targeted therapy
                                                                                                                                                                                   OPN, PAI-1                                                              /NSCLC                    

  [@B90] Katsuyuki Kiura             Japanese       53             Protective\      ELISA(R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK)                       \-                                      VEGF,\                                  0, d29, d57                     IIIB-IV\                  Targeted therapy
                                                                   Multicenter\                                                                                                    VEGFR-2, Tie-2                                                          /NSCLC                    
                                                                   randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@B85] Nan Du                      Chinese        72             Protective\      ELISA(USCN)                                            Microplate reader(Bio-Rad, model 550)   VEGF, CEA                               0, 3cycle                       III-IV\                   Chemotherapy
                                                                   Randomized                                                                                                                                                                              /NSCLC                    

  [@B92] Lianbin Zhang               Chinese        122            Protective\      \-                                                     \-                                      VEGF, IL-6, IGFBP-1                     0, d1, d3, d5                   I-II /NSCLC               operation
                                                                   Randomized                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

The information of studies detecting VEGF level in sputum, MPE, and EBC.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Ref/First Authors             Ethnic      No. of cases   Character      Method\                                   Kit\'s sensitivity                      Biomarkers                              Detecting time    Stage/\    Treatment\
                                                                          (kits )                                                                                                                                     type       /diagnosis
  ----------------------------- ----------- -------------- -------------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------- --------------
  \[80\]Tony Mok                Asia\       303            Protective\    ELSIA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Microplate reader (Bio-Tek Elx 800)     VEGF,VEGFR-1,VEGFR-2,bFGF,ICAM,PlGF,\   0,every 6week     IIIB-IV\   Chemotherapy
                                Causasian                  Multicenter\                                                                                     E-selection                                               /NSCLC     
                                                           Randomized                                                                                                                                                            

  \[85\]Nan Du                  Chinese     72             Protective\    ELSIA(USCN)                               Microplate reader(Bio-Rad, model 550)   VEGF, CEA                               0, 3cycle         III-IV\    Chemotherapy
                                                           Randomized                                                                                                                                                 /NSCLC     

  \[74\]Eleftherios Dalaveris   Greek       30             Protective     ELSIA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN)        Lower Limited detection\                VEGF, TNF-γ, 8-ISO                      0(Pretreatment)   NSCLC      diagnosis
                                                                                                                    0.9pg/ml                                                                                                     

  \[94\]Nikoletta Rovina        Greek       76             Protective     ELSIA(R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN, USA)   Lower Limited detection\                VEGF,\                                  0(Pretreatment)   NSCLC/\    diagnosis
                                                                                                                    20.0pg/ml                               IL-18                                                     SCLC       
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

The comparison of method of detecting VEGF level in different sample.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sample   Simple/\   Invasive/\    Prepared time before detecting   Number of studies
           complex    noninvasive                                    
  -------- ---------- ------------- -------------------------------- -------------------
  serum    simple     noninvasive   20-30 minutes                    9

  plasma   simple     noninvasive   20-30 minutes                    16

  sputum   complex    noninvasive   50-60 minutes                    1

  MPE      complex    invasive      50-60 minutes                    2

  EBC      complex    noninvasive   60-70minutes                     1
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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